LOADING METHOD FOR TOMATO PASTE (48 BINS) IN 50’ BOX CARS

1. FIRST INSPECT END WALLS, IF SERIOUSLY BOWED REJECT CAR, OR USE 2X4 LBR./DUNNAGE TO TRUE UP END WALLS. OTHERWISE STACKS 1-3 COULD BECOME ASKEW IF MORE THAN 2 ¼” THIS IS ENOUGH TO COMPROMISE BIN STRAPS.

2. LOAD LONG SIDE BINS STRAIGHT LINE TIGHTLY TO END WALL (5) STACKS TWO ROWS TWO HIGH & TO EACH SIDE WALL.

3. CRITICAL TO USE SUITABLE BUFFER MATERIAL STACKS 1-3 TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO HORIZONTAL PACKG. BANDS.

4. CENTER CHANNEL VOID FillERS AS SHOWN MUST FIT TIGHTLY & FULLY BRACE TOP LAYER & MIN. 30% BOTTOM BIN.

PROPERLY SIZED F/B DROP VOID FillERS (MUST FIT TIGHTLY)
TO BE USED AT ALL STACK LOCATIONS

BUFFER MATERIAL TO PROTECT HORIZONTAL PACKAGE BANDING IN EACH END

1. FIRST INSPECT END WALLS, IF SERIOUSLY BOWED REJECT CAR, OR USE 2X4 LBR./DUNNAGE TO TRUE UP END WALLS. OTHERWISE STACKS 1-3 COULD BECOME ASKEW IF MORE THAN 2 ¼” THIS IS ENOUGH TO COMPROMISE BIN STRAPS.

2. LOAD LONG SIDE BINS STRAIGHT LINE TIGHTLY TO END WALL (5) STACKS TWO ROWS TWO HIGH & TO EACH SIDE WALL.

3. CRITICAL TO USE SUITABLE BUFFER MATERIAL STACKS 1-3 TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO HORIZONTAL PACKG. BANDS.

4. CENTER CHANNEL VOID FillERS AS SHOWN MUST FIT TIGHTLY & FULLY BRACE TOP LAYER & MIN. 30% BOTTOM BIN.

EACH BIN HAS (8) 5/8” X .020” STEEL BANDS